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(iv) An intimate acquaintance with educational
conditions in India.
(v) A capacity to conduct and organise examinations.
(vi) A knowledge (not necessarily profound) of most subjects which are taught in Indian Universities.
93. Furthermore, in the somewhat unfortunate conditions which prevail in India, they must if they are to secure public confidence .-—
(1)	contain representatives of two or perhaps
more rival communities,
(2)	be fairly representative of the different in-
terests which are affected, e.g. different .\         services,
be men of seniority and standing,
have nothing to hope or fear from any
Government,
receive salaries sufficient in amount to attract candidates from other remunerative occu-,''//         pations,
",y. * (6) be men who, if already employed in Government service, can be spared from the occupations in which they are at present engaged (a matter of no small difficulty in India).
94. It is difficult to speak with any confidence as to the amount of work which in a-province such a body would have to discharge: but it is my belief based on my experience of similar work for the last eighteen months that these costly officers who would have to be provided with a somewhat costly staff would never have sufficient work to do to employ them for any large proportion of the year. In the smaller provinces the appointments would almost degenerate into costly sinecures. The Civil Service Commissioners in London dealt in 1927 with 16.540 appointments. I doubt whether even in a large province of India the number of appointments would amount to five per cent, of that total.
95. Having had special occasion to investigate the question, I am very doubtful whether it is possible to secure for Local Governments a sufficient supply of men possessing the very unusual qualifications required to fill these offices. It is difficult in a Commission of five members. It would be still more difficult in a Commission of three. The point of continuity is also of great importance. A commission must acquire its experience and the combined effect of retirements and leave make it necessary to recruit at frequent intervals for a post which it is very
 with a certain subject he is therefore a good examiner. Examiners frequently set bad papers, are careless in correcting them, cannot be trusted to add up marks correctly, set questions which it is impossible to answer, or cannot be trusted to correct their papers within the proper time.   The Public Service Commission conduct a very large number of examinations and are acquiring the capacity to select the best examiners.   A local commission ought generally and perhaps always to select its examiners from outside the province :  and it cannot possibly acquire sufficient experience on this subject, (c) In the examination of examination papers.   A very large proportion of the examination papers set by examiners require correction before they are finally issued to examinees. Sometimes questions are ambiguous ; sometimes they are outside the prescribed syllabus; sometimes they do not sufficiently cover  the ground ;   sometimes they contain obvious errors.   Every paper has to be examined with great care by some one who has sufficient acquaintance with the subject to correct deficiencies  of this  character.   It is  difficult, on a Commission of three, to find sufficient knowledge for this purpose, (rf) In the ultimate adjustment of marks. No examining body can safely accept the marks awarded by examiners, without considering what relation they bear to the marks awarded by other examiners.   If, for instance, the marks awarded in subject A are 20 per cent, of the total and those awarded in subject B 90 per cent, of the total, it is necessary to determine whether the difference is due to a difference in the standard of marking or to the fact that the candidates in subject A were exceptionally bad and those in subject B exceptionally good.   In the former case an adjustment of marks is necessary.   The question whether an adjustment is required and what shall be the nature of the adjustment is one of the greatest difficulty, involving great skill and experience, which a Local Commission can with difficulty acquire.  0) The revision from time to time of the syllabus, etc., should be based on a very wide experience based on a close study of a large number of past results.   A Local Commission can acquire no such experience.
I was very much struck on my arrival in India with the haphazard way in which examinations were conducted : and I have no hesitation in saying that where recruitment is by examination the Public Service Commission can as the result of then- wide experience recruit far more successfully than a Local Commission., In another part of this Memorandum
 
of detachment. The official world of a province is a very small world and any one of sufficient prominence to be appointed to such a post is probably affected by many affiliations, to causes, creeds and even persons which would shake public confidence in his impartiality. I am much afraid that these appointments would fall into the hands of persons for whom it was impossible to find other employment, pensioners who desired to increase their pensions, persons who had been useful to Government and persons whose activities it was desirable to neutralise. In short, I fear that the appointment of the very persons whose duty it was to secure the freedom of the public service from political ^nce would become an occasion for the most undesiraoie .exercises of that influence.
96. I should like to deal in turn with the various
functions I have mentioned.	atmvrsMV
The conduct of examinations.—It is not generally realised how much skill and special knowledge is involved in the conduct of examinations, (a) in the selection of the subjects for examination, (6) m. the appointment of examiners. The Public Service
 ***« "ts T The rules of the Govern-subject prescribe a permanent a if Local Service Commissions
fSo not think selection can be ^ BoariL   On the Public e a?e fi^members of varied aS gr^tily assisted by the officers.   In practice" the a Committee of three, Q&      ^ l ^^
ary.   But if the Com-had to be the same Com-
mrttee of
^the Committee would often contain no — from his special knowledge in a
m, opinion on the subject, of opinion that for specialist selections it the area of Local Governments be almost ^ .»!. — specialist selection boards.
™r«nn who was confident that a permanent local a person who y^^^a^tly remain immune Bttmunal influences.   In my ex-
 
and acquiring experience of examiners.   It by no    penent meansfoUoWthatbecause a man is fully acquainted    claims
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